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Useful commands for WOK builders
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version 2 – December 11 2013 – andyisyoda
changes since version 1 are in yellow

command

alternatives

description

/tpa “name”
/tpahere “name”
/msg “name”
/r
/tell “name”
/me

sends a teleport request to a player
requests a player to teleport to you
sends private message to a player
reply to a message
sends a private message to a player
lets you set a status for yourself

/i 43:8
/i 43:9
/i 62
/i 100:11
/i 99:11
/i 78:1

gives double stone slab
gives double sandstone slab (top of sandstone texture is on all sides)
gives you a burning furnace – used a lot for lighting
gives you a mushroom block – 14 is red mushroom all over, 15 is stalk
gives you brown mushroom block (don't eat)
gives you level of snow depending on number which you can place instantly (this really works – snow joke!)

/i burningfurnace
/i 100:11 to 17
/i 99:11 to 17
/i 78:2 to 7
/i snow:1 to 7

/i 31:3
/i 3:1
/lb toolblock off
/lb toolblock
/whereami
/list
/ch guest
/ch leave
/ch s
/afk
/afk
/ci
/lb me
/up
/rules

a grass plant
a dirt block that grass will not grow on
lets you place bedrock
puts the bedrock logblock back on
tells you where you are
lists all the players

/who
/ch g
/leave

/up 20

/tree
/tree bigtree
/deltree
/tree birch
/tree redwood
/tree rand
/none

puts you in the guest channel
leaves the last channel you were in (e.g. /leave global)
puts you in the silent channel (shhhhhh)
puts you 'away from keyboard' – if someone sends you a message the server will display an AFK auto message
used after /afk means you are back
clears your inventory – useful command just before a command like /i 62
shows you how many blocks of each type you have placed
moves you up by a number of blocks (e.g 20) and puts a glass block under you – useful for setting world edit points
learn them
used when you have a tool in your hand (like an axe) then you can place trees with it
binds tree placement to a tool and this time you get to place big trees!
now you can chop all your trees down! Make sure that the tree is not touching the ground or another tree (bind it to a tool)
binds birch tree placement to a tool
binds spruce tree placement to a tool
binds random tree placement to a tool
unbinds tools

/ptime day

/ptime night
/ptime @12pm

change the time of day
hold the time at a particular time (useful for screenshots)

/gamemode 0
/gamemode 1
/gamemode 2

/gm 0
/gm 1
/gm 2

puts you in survival mode
put you in creative mode
puts you in adventure mode, useful for avoiding breaking blocks when visiting a build (Keralis please note)

/thru
/speed 1
/speed 1 to 10
/i 397:3 1 player:name
/warp vault

pass through walls
changes your walking speed if you are walking, or flying speed if you are flying
gives you a player head that you can place
useful warp to see the player head vault maintained by vexilius

/sethome
/home
/home mansion
/delhome house

use like this: /sethome mansion – let's you set a home you can easily return to
lists all your homes
takes you to home called mansion
deletes a home called house

TIPS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

use an enderchest to store player heads
use an anchor, enchanted book (efficiency) and spade to make a cool spade which digs dirt and sand quickly in survival mode
use an anchor to change the name of player heads in your enderchest
make coloured (colored for usa peeps) writing on signs by typing in &1 or &2 or &3 (you get the idea) and then your message (see chart below)
WIP
stands for work in progress (yes, some people don't know this)
CAPS
try not to use capital letters in chat – some sensitive people react badly to this
visit other peoples builds – you will make friends and improve as a builder

colour chart
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A
B
C
D
E
F

colour (color)
Black
Dark Blue
Dark Green
Dark Aqua
Dark Red
Purple
Orange
Grey
Dark Grey
Indigo
Bright Green
Aqua
Red
Pink
Yellow
White
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